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INTRODUCTION 
Never before has customer experience been so 
important in Medical A�airs as it is now. Fundamental 
shifts in prescribing patterns and patient behavior are 
directly impacting the status quo of Medical A�airs 
operations. Digital evolution is at the core of this 
transformation, with technology rapidly changing 
business orthodoxies. Customer expectations are 
increasing as we now expect the same level of 
customer experience that we get from companies such 
as Amazon, Apple, and Google in every other 
interaction including healthcare.

Scienti�c exchange is a core function of any Medical 
A�airs group, and therefore, Medical A�airs has always 
been at the frontline, leading external medical 
interactions with HCPs as well as other key customers. 
With science becoming more and more complex, HCPs 
are looking to pharmaceutical companies for             
high-quality, non-promotional scienti�c content and 
engagement. HCPs want to have immediate access to 
content as well as the ability to easily recall it for the 
future.1

The medical information (MI) function represents an 
important option for HCPs to query and receive 
unbiased, accurate information on the appropriate 

usage of therapeutic products.  With an 
ever-accelerating pace of regulatory approvals for 
novel products, MI may be one of the few sources of 
information to guide prescribing and patient care 
given that there may not be an extensive body of 
published literature. Against this background of an 
increasing need for HCPs to stay abreast of information 
to guide the therapeutic use of medicines, the 
manually intensive provision of MI services has 
remained relatively unchanged for several decades. 
This inertia is likely the result of legacy processes and 
compliance frameworks that favor a transparent way to 
easily identify any given query transaction and 
understand how it was handled.

As a public utility, the system generally works well, but 
the question is whether our customers PREFER to 
communicate with MI over any number of alternative 
places to receive drug information. While the goal of MI 
is not to directly contribute to commercial success, 
some estimates are that 40% of HCPs’ brand 
preferences are attributable to customer experience 
factors “beyond the pill,”2 which by de�nition would 
also include interactions with MI. While organizations 
are internally fragmented in terms of medical vs 
commercial and promotional vs non-promotional, we 
believe the external customer does not make that 
distinction. 

Our contention is that MI is the face of the organization 
for the vast majority of the customer community. What 
other parts of your organization o�er a public-facing 
way to access clinically relevant information by a 
quali�ed person? With this background, our paper 
o�ers a contemporary point of view on building a
next-generation MI practice to modernize its
operations and provide a way to unlock its value to the
larger organization while enhancing patient care.

“Our best experience 
anywhere becomes 
our expectation 
everywhere”

- Steve Mason, Multichannel and
Marketing Cloud Expert



KEY CHALLENGES 
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MI operations have historically been built to e�ectively 
manage individual queries. Computer systems, 
work�ows, and the way content is assembled and 
provided to customers is based on risk management, 
and not necessarily on delighting customers. However, 
both are important! As organizations, we must 

confront the question of whether we WANT to provide 
an excellent customer experience, not whether we 
HAVE to.

From our interactions in the industry across a diverse 
set of MI departments, we have arrived at a universal 
maturity curve.

Excellence in handling query transactions is 
foundational, and this strong structure is what makes 
unlocking value even possible. The customer 
engagement paradigm has evolved from this 
foundational level. The customer has been rede�ned 
and increasingly includes highly informed and 
inquisitive patients. The channels have evolved and the 

largely text-based standard response will no longer 
su�ce. Can there really be a “standard response” when 
there is no “standard question”? There are 
unprecedented opportunities today to customize the 
way content is assembled and presented across 
channels to meet customers where and when they 
need the information. Are we taking advantage of 
these possibilities? 

Query tra�c management AE/PC triage

Literature screening and content updates

Channel and work�ow optimization

External credibility/
Organizational value

E�ortless Connectivity to 
MI team

Content Curation

Transactional Activities

Data-driven insights for HCP 
engagement and better patient care

But need to 
be here

Most teams
are focused here



SOLUTION OBJECTIVES

The next-generation MI solution should be based on the following internal and external objectives:
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Scenarios like the current COVID-19 pandemic have 
really underscored the importance of being able to 
disseminate information quickly. With numerous 
treatments and vaccines on the horizon, are frontline
MI departments equipped and ready to accommodate 
an anticipated barrage of queries? 

However, these novel approaches often fall by the 
wayside because there are real operational challenges 
related to adequate sta�ng and infrastructure to 
accommodate an increasing number of MI queries. We 
see 3 major organization-level challenges that occupy 
leadership bandwidth:

experience with MI. Internal challenges of 
scaling MI capability should not compromise 
HCPs’ access to accurate and relevant MI.

E�ective curation of relevant scienti�c
information to address customer queries. There 
is an ever-increasing set of data to search 
through, and largely manual ways of keeping on 
top of content will impact an MI department’s 
ability to respond in a timely manner.

Redeploying the energy of highly quali�ed MI 
sta� to valuable customer engagement roles vs 
document management roles. Outsourcing 
medical writing and query handling will 
eventually reach a saturation point, and we 
believe that the current model must be 
challenged to accommodate increasing 
demand for MI services.

Ensuring a familiar, meaningful MI experience 
no matter where a customer interacts with MI. 
The “have” and “have-not” markets are easily 
distinguished by the quality of the customer  

1.

2.

3.

Provide an e�cient self-service interface for 
customers who wish to receive information    
this way

Content is available over a diversity of modern 
channels and in a channel-appropriate format 

Provide a personalized and seamless
omnichannel ability to connect to relevant and 
accurate content or access assisted resolution of 
the query

Improve overall query resolution time

•

•

•

•

Scale modern channel capabilities and create a 
common MI experience across geographies

Reduce manual e�ort and timelines for routine 
updates and creation of net-new content for 
standard responses

Provide the analytic capability to rapidly adapt 
to customer preferences – e�ective content
and channels

•

•

•

External Internal



MI in most organizations is mostly a human-driven 
exercise. Voice call is the most widely used channel of 
communication with MI. Large call center operations 
are set up to support call volumes. Customers have to 
navigate the dreaded “select your option” tree to reach 
through to a call center agent. If there is a call drop, the 
customer must repeat the complete exercise again. 

Through an analysis of several of our large and 
mid-pharma clients, there is an opportunity to 
potentially automate query intake and ful�lment for 
60%-70% of the query volumes.

Companies must enable self-service channels for their 
customers. Basic questions that form the bulk of 
inbound query volumes can be easily answered on 
self-service channels. Today, this generally means a 
combination of menu dropdown and keyword search 
functionality in order to avoid the appearance that MI 

departments are providing a window-shopping 
experience, particularly for o�-label information. This 
option can be frustrating as similar queries can yield 
vastly di�erent search results or no search results based 
on keywords used by the customer. Conversational 
AI-powered chatbots can be a convenient and 
user-friendly, self-service option that can be enabled 
on a web-based MI portal or naturally and seamlessly 
via social platforms like WhatsApp or WeChat or an MI 
mobile app. These systems can interpret terms with 
similar meanings and potentially allow a user to get to 
their response more quickly. Modern systems also 
allow for multi-layered clarifying questions such as 
“which indication” or “which formulation” to get to the 
most appropriate response.
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The next-generation Medical A�airs department will have to look at three key areas.

DETAILED SOLUTION 

1. IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

Seamless Omnichannel 
Customer Engagement 

to improve customer 
experience

02

Improve 
operational efficiencies

01

Efficient Medical 
Content Management 
to make information 

readily available

03



2. SEAMLESS OMNICHANNEL CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
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The voice channel can also be made more e�cient by 
enabling speech-to-text and text-to-speech 
technologies. This will ensure that customers who 
prefer voice channels can be serviced in an automated 
manner. Basic questions that form a bulk of the 
inbound query volumes can be answered e�ciently 
and e�ectively using these technologies.

These interventions can drastically reduce the volume 
and manual time spent on relatively straightforward 

queries. Moreover, they allow for the application of 
specialized skills to complex queries and for customers 
where a personal interaction would be more 
appropriate. 

Self-service channels must be augmented by a 
seamless omnichannel experience to create a 
meaningful interaction with the MI service. We believe 
that these steps will ultimately create value for 
customers while enabling internal productivity gains.

Digital devices have penetrated all aspects of life today. 
Customers are always connected to the digital world.        
A seamless omnichannel MI customer engagement           
solution requires the following key elements:

An easily �ndable entry point that allows the 
customer to initiate their queries.

1.

An “Intelligent Two-Way Triage” engine that 
allows a seamless upgrade to personal human 
intervention when needed.

An “Intelligent Search” engine that can quickly 
connect a customer to relevant content 
against their speci�c queries.

Call Center Website Email

Conversational
BOT Understands
Customer Query

Match Response
to Customer Query

Agent
Forms

Response

Forward to
Med-Info Agent

Identify the Right
Med-Info Agent

CDP - Customer
Journey

Identify 
Relevant Result 
and Con�dence

Automated Search 
of SR Repository

Assess Unitary
Queries

Break Into Unitary
Queries

Log Customer
Request

Intelligent
Triage

Agent
Searches
Contact

Response

Con�dence
>Threshold?

NoMachine Automated

Yes

Human

Determine 
Best Channel 
to Respond to 

2.

3.
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Customer experiences in �nance, education, and 
entertainment have created an immediate grati�cation 
expectation, and most customers prefer to receive 
information immediately. Most of us know where to 
�nd our favorite restaurant or can easily search for a 
place to book a ticket; however, the ease of accessing 
MI is suboptimal. If MI is the authoritative source of 
information for a company's products, why is it often 
di�cult to �nd?  Our own industry research on the 
clinical value of MI shows us that information is needed 
and used in the acute care setting or that the intention 
of requesting the information is to be able to share it 
with the patient. In these settings, simplicity and 
accessibility are key.

Beyond the mandatory search and retrieval
functionality, we feel that a system that is also

responsive to the emotive needs of the MI request has 
not been leveraged adequately. For instance, a modern 
system that can detect sentiment or urgency and then 
place the customer in the appropriate service channel, 
which can ultimately create a much more empathetic 
and responsive experience for the customer.
Advancements in conversational AI and sentiment 
detection are increasingly making this possibility a 
reality on an industrial scale. 

The Digital Entry Point should be able to determine the 
core customer query and the sentiment of the
customer and pass this to the “Intelligent Two-Way 
Triage” engine.  

The Intelligent Two-Way Triage engine determines 
which queries can be satis�ed in an automated manner 
by the machine and which queries require human 
intervention, and then does the following:

1. The triage engine is able to establish whether the
customer’s query has been understood with a certain
con�dence or if the customer’s sentiment requires the
“human touch.” If the con�dence is above a certain
threshold, the query could be placed over the Medical
Content Library. If the con�dence is below a certain
threshold or the sentiment of the customer is negative,
the query should be immediately forwarded to a
human agent. This transition to a human agent should
be seamless. For example, if a customer is using a
chatbot, the user should be immediately connected to
the Med-Info agent via a phone call with the user’s
permission. The agent should be provided with the
history of the communication thus far, so that the
customer does not have to set the context again. The
triage engine should be able to pull in the customer’s
interaction history from the recent past and make it

available to the agent. The user may have written in 
emails or have queries logged on the customer 
relationship management (CRM) in the recent past. 
These interactions should be made available to the 
agent so that the agent can holistically service the 
customer’s queries.

2. Once the query has been understood by the AI
Conversational Bot or by the human agent, a query is
placed to the Medical Content Library. This Intelligent
Search layer identi�es the most relevant information
and passes it on to the triage layer. The triage layer
assesses the con�dence level of the identi�ed content
and whether the content is “On-Label” or “O�-Label.” If
it is above a threshold and is “On-Label,” then it is
shown to the channel that placed the demand. If it is
below the threshold or “O�-Label,” the communication
is passed to a human agent. The human agent is
provided with the complete context of the user’s query,
any interactions in the recent past from the CRM, and
the search results. The agent can use this information
to service the customer’s queries.

i. Digital Entry Point

ii. Intelligent Two-Way Triage Engine

We believe that one of the major limitations of the 
present MI work�ow is that the systems are not 
designed to “remember” the customer, their attributes, 
or preferences across the current interaction or across 
separate interactions. Our research on the clinical value 
of MI content demonstrated that those who used MI 
services were generally repeat visitors, which                                   
underscores the value of creating this experience.                       

The triage engine can be enriched with customer                                       
preferences. If a customer prefers human interaction 
over machine-based interaction, the triage engine 
should be able to connect the customer to a human 
agent immediately, irrespective of where the customer 
communication originated. These preferences could 
also be determined from past interactions with 
customers.
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3. MEDICAL CONTENT MANAGEMENT
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The Intelligent Search Engine receives queries from the 
Intelligent Two-Way Triage engine. It searches the MI 
library to identify relevant content to answer the 
questions. This search can be performed on Standard 
Response Documents, Label Documents, Data-on-File, 
and Literature Articles. It is also able to determine 
whether the searched content is “On-Label” or “O�-La-
bel.” It assigns a con�dence score to each of the results 
that it identi�es based on relevance to the context and 
intent of the query. This information is passed back to 

MI Content includes Standard Responses, Data-on-File, 
Label Documents, and Literature Articles. These
documents and the content within them must be 
indexed and auto-tagged consistently to make them 
more “�ndable.” Query management systems used to 
document queries, assemble responses, categorize 
content by topics, subtopics, and keywords. What if the 
data in the response doesn't neatly fall into particular 
categorization? We have seen divergent ways of 
categorizing responses within the same organization, 
leading to the recreation of content that already exists 
and multiple variants of the same content.

The next-generation MI solution landscape requires a 
Medical Content Management Repository to be built. 

We believe that one of the major limitations of the 
present MI work�ow is that the systems are not 
designed to “remember” the customer, their attributes, 
or preferences across the current interaction or across 
separate interactions. Our research on the clinical value 
of MI content demonstrated that those who used MI 
services were generally repeat visitors, which
underscores the value of creating this experience.

The triage engine can be enriched with customer
preferences. If a customer prefers human interaction 
over machine-based interaction, the triage engine 
should be able to connect the customer to a human 
agent immediately, irrespective of where the customer 
communication originated. These preferences could 
also be determined from past interactions with 
customers.

iii. Intelligent Search Engine

the triage engine. A �nal closed-loop step of ranking 
the relevance of the information provided will improve 
the accuracy of the search engine and assist MI
departments in focusing energy on content that is 
e�ective rather than trying to cover all bases. In
organizations that have several thousand documents 
to maintain, having a reality check against what 
customers are actually using can lead to more e�ective 
allocation of bandwidth and budget for content 
creation and management.

This repository can source changed content from the 
organization’s Document Management Systems, index 
the content, and auto-tag it. Doing so would ensure 
the following:

• The latest content is always available for search

HCPs require accurate information in a timely manner 
to make the best decisions that help their patients. The 
MI organization should strive to minimize the time 
period between when a piece of information becomes 
available and when it can be made available to HCPs. 

Most of the customer queries are answered via         
Standard Response Documents. These documents are 
written by the Global MI team and localized by each of 
the markets. This is a manual activity that consumes a 
lot of time. Companies must invest in Intelligent 
Content Management systems that provide the                                     
following functionalities:

The content is easier to search and makes searching
more accurate and e�cient

•
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Most of the customer queries are answered via         
Standard Response Documents. These documents are 
written by the Global MI team and localized by each of 
the markets. This is a manual activity that consumes a 
lot of time. Companies must invest in Intelligent 
Content Management systems that provide the
following functionalities:

• Customer Experience-Driven Capabilities

• Therapy Area/Market Prioritization

• Business Value Realization

Core Capabilities

Customer Experience

Omnichannel Customer Interaction & Self-service

Content & Knowledge Management

Data Enablement - Customer Data & Insights

Mix and Match with Market and
 Therapy Area Archetypes

Strategic and Tactical Adoption

Measure Business Value Realization

Strategy

Building blocks 
to scale

Tracking adoption 
and business value 
realization

Agile 
Business 

Transformation

TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY

1. Deconstruct Standard Response Documents into 
their component data points, “Atoms,” that contain 
information about a speci�c topic. These might be 
data related to a study design, a primary endpoint, 
or incidence of a speci�c adverse event.

Manage content relationships between speci�c 
data found within a standard response and the 
source of that data.

2.

Automate authoring and updates of Local Market
Standard Response Documents using parent–child
relationships.

Enable translation of the content with a pathway
toward automation. Memory-based translations 
that are widely used should be a good starting point.

Perform content consistency checks proactively and
in an automated manner to ensure content
harmonization and compliance.

Index and auto-tag Atoms consistently so that the
content is �ndable and not dependent on seniority 
or knowledge level of the searcher.

3.

4.

5.

6.

These systems will ensure that content can be
propagated to all markets faster while improving
consistency and reducing the risk of customers
receiving di�erent information for the same question.
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We have observed that many organizations apply a 
high-risk, high-reward approach to adopting these 
promising transformational solutions by several 
organizations. Workstreams are convened and budgets 
are set aside; however, leadership changes, mid-year 
budget challenges, and organizational focus make the 
goal a moving target. Evolving technologies with 
ever-accelerating upgrade lifecycles underscore the 
importance of being able to course-correct and 
nimble. 

Considering this dynamic environment, we envision 
an agile business transformation driven by 3 key 
aspects:

1.   A sound strategy – An agile approach to strategy  
needs to be a combination of articulating customer                                   
experience, therapy/market archetypes, and business 
value realization.

2.   Core capabilities acting as building blocks to scale 
are:

These 4 core capabilities combined with market and 
therapy area archetypes will constitute the building 
blocks to scaling the agile business transformation.

3.   Adoption and business value realization – As this 
agile transformation involves multiple external and 
internal changes, tracking feedback and adoption 
closely is critical. In agile mode, this will help make 
informed course-corrections and lead to a clear line of 
sight to measure business value.

The agile transformation journey would take the 
following course:

We recommend that the Medical Content                                        
Management, Digital Entry Points, and Two-Way Triage 
Engine be implemented for a single English language 
market and for a small cohort of brands. This will 
ensure that operational e�ciencies can be improved. 
We expect this stage to take anywhere between 9-12 
months.

Companies must focus on enabling a true                                         
Omnichannel experience. This may require setting up 
or enhancing Customer Data Platforms. These 
platforms help provide a single view of the customer 
along with their interactions/transactions that they 
have had with the organization. This will help create a 
customer pro�le that can help assess customer                            
preferences. Customer journeys can be created from 
these platforms that can help switch a customer from 
one channel to another depending on the context. For 
example, if a customer has asked a speci�c question on 
one or more “Digital Entry Points” without an answer, 
he/she should be immediately called by the MI team. 
This stage shall ensure that the customer experience is 
improved. We expect this stage to take anywhere 
between 6-15 months depending on the infrastructure 
already in place.

a)  Customer Experience

b)  Omnichannel Customer Interaction 
      and Self-service

c)  Content & Knowledge Management

d)  Data Enablement – Customer Data & Insights

Once the solution has been implemented for a market 
and for a small cohort of brands, the organization 
should start scaling out – across both markets and 
brands. The management of languages and local 
contexts would be the biggest challenge at this stage. 

Organizations must have a clear scale and change 
management plan before embarking on this stage. We 
believe that this stage will be the toughest and may 
take longer than the earlier stages depending on the 
change acceptance culture of an organization.

    

Based on the strategy, select the market and 
therapy area to begin implementation

Build out the core capabilities outlined for the 
market/therapy use case

Agile design principles to be applied to take
care of scaling core capabilities

Roll out adoption and business value realization 
plan for in-scope areas (includes capabilities and 
market/therapy areas)

Based on learnings, scale core capabilities and 
go-to-market/therapy approach 

e)

d)

c)

b)

a)
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Once the solution has been implemented for a market 
and for a small cohort of brands, the organization 
should start scaling out – across both markets and 
brands. The management of languages and local 
contexts would be the biggest challenge at this stage. 

Organizations must have a clear scale and change 
management plan before embarking on this stage. We 
believe that this stage will be the toughest and may 
take longer than the earlier stages depending on the 
change acceptance culture of an organization.

    

The customer today has more options than ever to 
search for MI to inform patient care. We believe, as 
Medical A�airs leaders, that MI is the authoritative 
source for accurate, relevant, up-to-date information on 
the company's products. We have an unprecedented 
convergence of organizational will and industrial-scale 
technologies to transform a largely unchanged service 
model to an e�cient, always-present, and ultimately 
empathetic experience, which drives value beyond the 
pill.

We have articulated a view of the necessary                                          
components of a modern MI practice, and admittedly, 
the implementation of so many moving parts is                                      

daunting. Our experience is that focused, short-term 
sprints ultimately provide organizations with the                                         
�exibility to course-correct and maximize their                                                  
investment over time. We also believe that organizations 
must invest in failure and remain resolute in the larger 
picture. Organizations with tangible short-term goals 
that clearly de�ne target markets, products, and channel 
activation will ultimately overcome inertia associated 
with all-or-nothing approaches.

Finally, we believe that the ultimate goal of modernizing 
our MI practices is not to add more but to strip away 
noise in the current system so that we can empower a 
meaningful experience with every HCP–patient                                        
interaction.

    

This journey of transformation is complex and will take 
time. We believe that organizations that invest                             
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